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医学部卒後教育における漢方医学の学習方略に関して













In the post-graduate education of Kampo medicine, the General Instructional Objective (GIO) for medical physiｭ
cians should be ”they can treat patients with using the merits of Kampo medicine and modem ones as well”, but the 
two GIOs,”they learn the basic knowledge and the diagnostic procedure in Kampo medicine as in STEP 1” and "they 
can judge Kampo diagnosis through the patient's complaints and symptoms as in STEP 2”, as its previous stages were 
proposed in this paper. The specific behavioral objectives and the learning strategies concerning the two GIOs were 
discussed. There is a problem that education of Kampo medicine has poor objectivity in the teaching strategies for atｭ
titude and procedure in the viewpoint of taxonomy of educational objectives. The author and coworkers planed a 24 
hour-seminar under STEP 2 curriculum to treat this problem. In this seminar new teaching strategies about the abdomiｭ
nal examination and the case conference were held and we deemed to be the most effective ones for learning Kampo 
medicine by participating physicians. Evaluation methods for this curriculum also need to be discussed. 








臨床医の目指すべき目標が STEP 3 にあること


































































































































被験者 1 名，講師 1 名，診察ベッドからなるス
テーションを 4 つ設置し，その間を衝立などで仕
切る（図 3a）。
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